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A1 REFEREE ARTICLE IN A SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL


10. Mathieu, David; Vicente-Mariño, Miguel; Brites, Maria José; Amaral, Inês; Chimirri, Niklas A.; Finger, Juliane; Romic, Bojana; Saariketo, Minna; Tammi, Riitta; Torres da Silva, Marisa; and Liliana Pacheco. “Methodological challenges in the transition towards online audience research.” Participations: journal of audience and reception studies, vol. 13, no. 1, May 2016, pp. 289–320.


15. Ryynänen, Toni; Joutsela, Markus; and Visa Heinonen. “‘My Grandfather kept one of these tins on top of the bookshelf’: Consumers’ recalled experiences involving packaging.” *QUALITATIVE MARKET RESEARCH*, vol. 19, no. 1, 11 Jan. 2016, pp. 4–26.


**A2 REFEREED REVIEW ARTICLE IN A SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL**

**A3 REFEREE ARTICLES IN A COMPILATION**


3. Matveinen, Juho; Laakso, Tuija; Santillán Martínez, Gerardo; Dou, Jinze; Takala, Pyry; Chen, Hung-Han; and Noora Pinjamaa. “University Education in 2035: Paving the Way for a Digital

**A4 REFEREE ARTICLE IN CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS**


B1 ARTICLE IN A SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL


B2 ARTICLE IN COMPILATION


**B3 ARTICLE IN CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS**


**C1 MONOGRAPH**

**C2 EDITED BOOK OR CONFERENCE OR CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS**

**D1 ARTICLE IN PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL**

**D2 ARTICLE IN A TEXT BOOK**


**D3 ARTICLE IN PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE PUBLICATION**

**D4 RESEARCH REPORT**


**D5 TEXT BOOK**


**E1 ARTICLE IN A MAGAZINE**


E2 POPULARIZED MONOGRAPH


G4 DISSERTATION (MONOGRAPHY)


G5 DISSERTATION (ARTICLES)


OTHER PUBLICATION
ELECTRONIC MATERIAL – I1, CD-ROM, WEB PAGE, RECORDING, OTHER E-PUBLICATION


ELECTRONIC MATERIAL – I2 SOFTWARE, DATABASE PROGRAMME


3. Raivio, Samuli; Purma, Jukka; Virnes, Marjo; and Teemu Leinonen. *Ach so! for iOS*. Open source application, 2016.


ELECTRONIC MATERIAL – PDF PUBLICATION

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL - OTHER PUBLICATION

F1a INDEPENDENT ART WORK, COMPOSITION, TEXT


22. Tikka, Heidi, and Juho Jouhtimäki. *Herbarium*. Interactive media art work for Multitaction screen, commissioned by Espoo City Library, Palvelutori, Matinkylä, Espoo, Finland.


**F1b PRIVATE EXHIBITION, INSTALLATION**


**F2a PRODUCTION**


**F2b PERFORMANCE, FESTIVAL, CONCERT**


7. Mancianti, Andrea; Pugliese, Roberto; and Andrea Biagioli. *UROBORO – Audiovisual concert – Trio version*, 7 July 2016, Orizzonti Verticali festival, San Gimignano, Italy.


**F2c GROUP EXHIBITION, INSTALLATION**


**F3 ARTISTIC PART OF A NON-ARTISTIC PUBLICATION**


**F4 DESIGN/ARTISTIC CONTRIBUTION IN COMMERCIAL CONTEXT**


**H1 GRANTED PATENT**


2. Klouche, Khalil; Ruotsalo, Tuukka; Micallef, Luana; Andolina, Salvatore; and Giulio Jacucci. Relevance Mapping and Re-ranking for Visual Information Retrieval.
LECTURE / POSTER PRESENTED


22. Persons, Timothy. Lecturer and Portfolio Reviewer, Novia University of Applied Sciences, 2016, Ekenäs, Finland.


34. Tikka, Pia. “‘I know you know how I feel.’ – An enactive approach to medical encounters.” Technarte, 19 May 2016, Spain.


41. Virnes, Marjo. Speaker at Interaktiivinen tekniikka koulutuksessa (ITK), 13 Apr. – 16 Apr. 2016, Hämeenlinna, Finland.

42. Virnes, Marjo. Workshop on mobile learning at work, Axxell vocational college, 2 Nov. 2016, Finland.

43. Virnes, Marjo. Workshop on mobile learning at work with Ach sol, 24 Nov. 2016, AMEO network meeting, Espoo, Finland.


RESEARCH VISIT (External academic engagement)

1. Afadila, Mamdooh. Speaker in an international workshop "oslofjord ecologies" by the Oslo and Akershus University College. 21 Nov. 2016 – 27 Nov. 2016, Oslo, Norway.


8. Dean, Philip. Conference, seminar or workshop, 26 Apr. – 1 May 2016, France.


11. Heikkilä, Harri. Conference, seminar or workshop, 16 Mar. – 3 Apr. 2016, France


15. Joutsela, Markus. Conference, seminar or workshop, 10 June – 20 June 2016, Brazil.


34. Marttila, Sanna. Conference, seminar or workshop, 27 June – 30 June 2016, United Kingdom.


39. Parantainen, Jyrki. Training or course participation, 26 Apr. – 2 May 2016, Germany.


42. Persons, Timothy. Teaching visit, 8 Feb. – 12 Feb. 2016, Germany.


44. Purma, Jukka. Other trip, 19 June – 22 June 2016, Germany.


46. Reponen, Sanna. Conference, seminar or workshop, 22 May – 25 May 2016, Germany.


56. Seliger, Marja. Conference, seminar or workshop, 26 June – 1 July 2016, United Kingdom.


59. Toikkanen, Tarmo. Research/art visit, 13 June – 14 June 2016, Finland.


62. Virnes, Marjo. Member at Layers integration meeting, 29 Mar. – 1 Apr. 2016, Aachen, Germany.

63. Virnes, Marjo. Member at Layers consortium meeting and outward facing day, 19 June – 22 June 2016, Bristol, UK.


HOSTING A VISITOR (External academic engagement)


3. Díaz-Kommonen, Lily. Department of Media hosted "Lost Air" lecture by Dr. Judith van der Elst about increasing ‘top quality’ sensory conditions for natural and cultural heritage sites, 12 Oct. 2016.


9. Leinonen, Teemu. Terry Anderson, Professor (emer.) Centre for Distance Education, Athabasca University, 23 Sept. 2016.


RESEARCH PROJECT


ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OR ORGANIZATION OF A CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP/PANEL/SESSION/TUTORIAL


CHAIR OF A CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP/PANEL/SESSION/TUTORIAL
1. Ikonen, Antti. Chair, The Urban Soundscape of 1945, 17 Nov. – 18 Nov. 2016, University of Wroclaw, Poland.

2. Itälahti, Mikko. Chair, Helsinki Photomedia 2016, 1 Apr. 2016, Finland.


POST IN SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION


**PRE-EXAMINATION, OPPONENT, EXAMINER**

1. Hämäläinen, Perttu. Member of Assessment Committee for PhD of Mads Møller Jensen, 1 Mar. – 1 May 2016, Aarhus University, Denmark.


**EXPERT MEMBERSHIP OR CONFIDENTIAL POST**


14. Joutsela, Markus. IAPRI membership, 1 Jan. 2016 –.


16. Leinonen, Teemu. External reviewer of Applications of Associate Professor, Gamification (Tenure Track), Tampere University of Technology & University of Turku, 3 Oct. 2016.


26. Toikkanen, Tarmo. Member. HUMAK, Distanssi-project, 1 Sept. 2015 – 1 Sept. 2016, Finland.


GRANT


4. Söderlund, Liisa. One-Year research grant, Suomen Kulttuurirahasto, 1 Apr. 2015 – 1 Apr. 2016.


JURY MEMBERSHIP

2. Durall, Eva. Program Committee member, Learning Analytics for Learners workshop, in conjunction with the Learning Analytics & Knowledge Conference LAK2016, 26 Apr. – 29 Apr. 2016, Edinburgh, United Kingdom.


AWARDS


6. Park, Eun. iF Student Design Award 2016 winners (among winning entries in toy and teaching material Product – 1.03 Babies / Kids). iF Student Design Award, 2016.


OTHER


3. Tikka, Pia. Academic qualification: Title of docent New Narrative Forms, University of Lapland, 1 July 2016, Finland.